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In the News  (Topic 1 of 4)  ISRAELI LEADERS COULD FACE WAR CRIMES CHARGES 
 

Article: Israeli Leaders Could Face War Crimes Charges as White House Pushes Hostage-Ceasefire Deal 

Article Link: https://www2.cbn.com/news/israel/israeli-leaders-could-face-war-crimes-charges-white-

house-pushes-hostage-ceasefire-deal  

Other Link: https://twitter.com/netanyahu/status/1783855474573492732  

Key Talking Points: 

• Benjamin Netanyahu is facing the potential of possible arrest warrants issued by the international 
criminal court (the ICC) for actions taken in the war between Israel and Hamas.  

• Netanyahu posted this on X on April 26: “Under my leadership, Israel will never accept any attempt by 
the ICC to undermine its inherent right of self-defense. The threat to seize the soldiers and officials of 
the middle east’s only democracy and the world’s only Jewish state is outrageous. We will not bow to 
it. Israel will continue to wage to victory our just war against genocidal terrorists and we will never stop 
defending ourselves. While the ICC will not affect Israel’s actions, it would set a dangerous precedent 
that threatens the soldiers and officials of all democracies fighting savage terrorism and wanton 
aggression.” 

• Per CBN news president Biden has again told Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu the White 
House opposes Israel’s planned invasion of the Gazan city of Rafah.  

• Meanwhile, Secretary of State Antony Blinken is in Saudi Arabia for the first leg of a Mideast tour to 
lobby for a ceasefire in exchange for the release of hostages in Gaza. 

• The website Axios reports the Israeli government has proposed a possible hostage deal with Hamas 
that includes discussing an end to fighting in exchange for the hostages. Hamas reportedly has no 
objections to the deal and is sending a delegation to Cairo. 

• While ending the war has been a key Hamas demand, right-wing party members of Israel’s governing 
coalition have threatened to leave if it agrees to what they call a "reckless deal."  

• For example, just last week, Hamas took credit for launching about 20 rockets from southern Lebanon 
into northern Israel. The IDF says they were all intercepted. 

• Thousands demonstrated in Tel Aviv on Saturday, demanding the release of the hostages and the 
resignation of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and his government, after a Hamas propaganda 
video showed two Israeli hostages in captivity. 

• On the diplomatic front, Israeli media reports the U.S. is trying to prevent the international criminal 
court from issuing arrest warrants against Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and other Israeli 
officials for alleged war crimes. 

 

In the News  (Topic 2 of 4)  HAND OF GOD IN ISRAEL'S ESCAPE FROM IRANIAN  
MISSILE ONSLAUGHT 
 

Article: Rabbi and Physics Prof. Both Point to Hand of God in Israel's Escape from Iranian Missile Onslaught 

Article Link: https://www2.cbn.com/news/israel/rabbi-and-physics-prof-both-point-hand-god-israels-

escape-iranian-missile-onslaught  
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Video Link: https://twitter.com/MasterArborist/status/1780064789253042563  

Key Talking Points: 

• In Israeli news, a rabbi and physics professor both point to the hand of God in Israel’s escape from the 
Iranian missile onslaught recently. 

• Per CBN news, after Iran’s missile barrage recently against Israel, many people here who endured the 
explosions and sirens during the night were both relieved and stunned to learn that 99 percent of the 
more than 300 drones and missiles fired at them were shot down, and most did not even make it to 
Israeli airspace. 

• Many people are touting the country's military prowess and the nation's advances in defensive 
technology; others are grateful for the alliance with the U.S., the U.K., and even Jordan and Saudi 
Arabia. 

• Yet, the prevailing sense – even in a country that is largely secular – is that Israel was blessed with a 
divine intervention. 

• Rabbi Yitzchok Adlerstein from the Simon Wies (weeze) Enthal center put it best when he said, "we 
were all witness to nothing short of a miracle of biblical proportions." 

• Meanwhile, tech columnist Hillel Fuld reports it's not just religious leaders who see the hand of God in 
the protection of Israel.  

• Fuld points to some analysis he obtained by a professor of physics named Maximilian Abit-bol who says 
there's no earthly explanation for the fact that Israeli was able to successfully fend off 99.9% of the 
incoming missiles and drones – a nearly perfect rate. 

• Abit-bol, who is also reportedly a defense industry expert, uses his knowledge in technology and 
physics to determine that there's no way to achieve a 99.9% success rate without divine intervention. 

• "What happened in Israel on last Motzaei (moz-ah-ee) shabbat was not less than the scale of the 
splitting of the red sea," Abitbol stated. 

 

In the News  (Topic 3 of 4)  TUCKER CARLSON ON JOE ROGAN 
 

Article: Joe Rogan Goes Quiet as Tucker Carlson Drops Bone-Chilling Reality 

Article Link:  https://vigilantnews.com/post/joe-rogan-goes-quiet-as-tucker-carlson-drops-bone-chilling-

reality/  

Key Talking Points: 

• Joe rogan goes quiet as Tucker Carlson drops a bone chilling reality regarding U.S. intel agencies. 

• Per the vigilant fox, Carlson told Rogan, “Members of congress are terrified of the intel agencies. I’m 
not guessing at that. They’ve told me that, including people who run the intel committee.”  

• Why are they afraid? Well, one of the reasons, Carlson mentioned, is because they’re terrified that the 
intel agencies will frame them and ruin their careers and reputations forever by planting child 
pornography on their computers.  

• Carlson told rogan: “People don’t say… they’re worried about being punished. They’re worried about 
someone putting kiddie porn on their computer.” 

• Tucker stated: “I said to somebody, a very powerful person, the other day, in a conversation in my 
kitchen, an elected official — holds a really senior position… but I was like, ‘all these people are 
controlled. They’ve all got weird s*x lives, and all these things they’re hiding, and they’re being 
blackmailed by the intel agencies.’ and he said, and I’m quoting, ‘I know.’ I was like, okay, so at this 
point, we’re just sort of admitting that’s real? Like, why do we allow that to continue?”  
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• Recently, the US House and Senate reauthorized section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 
Act (FISA) for two years, expanding the federal government’s power to spy on Americans without a 
warrant.  

• If you were baffled as to why American representatives would pass such an intrusion on taxpayers’ 
privacy, now, per the Vigilant Fox, you may have a better understanding. 

 

In the News  (Topic 4 of 4)  BLACKROCK’S MONEY LAUNDERING SCHEME 
 

Article: RFK Jr. Exposes BlackRock’s Chronic Disease-Related Money Laundering Scheme 

Article Link:  https://vigilantnews.com/post/rfk-jr-exposes-blackrocks-chronic-disease-related-money-

laundering-scheme-2/  

Key Talking Points: 

• RFK Jr. Recently exposed BlackRock’s chronic disease related money laundering scheme. 

• Per the Vigilant Fox, the money scheme that presidential candidate Robert Kennedy Junior exposed 
was this: 60% of Americans have at least one chronic disease. Who does that benefit? Big pharma. 
Who owns portions of all major pharmaceutical companies? The answer: BlackRock. 

• It goes even deeper…  

• People are sick because they’re eating processed foods with ingredients that are banned in European 
countries. Who owns portions of all major processed food companies? The answer is BlackRock. And 
who is one of the biggest donors to both the republican and democratic parties? Once again, the 
answer is BlackRock. 

• Kennedy says both parties are “not allowed to solve” the chronic disease epidemic. Why? “Because 
there are people making money on that problem who are giving them money.” Robert Kennedy Jr. also 
said that BlackRock is also getting rich of the war in Ukraine. Saying that “Even if the Ukraine war 
ended today, we’re still going to spend half a trillion there rebuilding the country.”  

• He says the contracts to rebuild it are even bigger than the war contracts. Mitch McConnell has 
essentially admitted that the money is not going to Ukraine but to military contractors. 

• That’s good news for General Dynamics, Boeing, and Lockheed Martin who are all owned once again—-
by BlackRock. RFK Jr. says it’s all just a money laundering scheme. 
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